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Absolute Justice League: The World's Greatest Superheroes By Alex Ross
In these 1980s tales, find out what happens when Batman, Superman, and the Justice League face a galactic invasion fleet known as the Cluster, exchange harsh words with Lobo, track Mister Miracle back to Apokolips, and then battle yet another invasion fleet! Collects Justice League #1-6, Justice League International #7-17, Justice League Annual #1,
Justice League International Annual #2, and Suicide Squad #13.
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! As a part of the monumental DC Comics--The New 52 event, comics superstars Geoff Johns and Jim Lee bring you an all-new origin story for the Justice League! In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that
threatens to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess and an undersea monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be able to put
aside their differences and come together to save the world? Or will they destroy each other first? In one of the most game-changing titles in comics industry history, Geoff Johns and Jim Lee re-imagine the classic heroes of the DC Universe for the 21st century. This volume collects issues #1-6 of JUSTICE LEAGUE, part of the DC Comics--The New 52
event.
Re-presented in their entirety from the silv er age of comics - issues 28-30 of The Brave and the Bold an d issues 1-6 of Justice League of America, this volume showc ases the early adventures of the JLA. '
As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice and the American way! Since they were first commissioned by renowned DC Comics editor Julius Schwartz in 1960, the Justice League have thrilled audiences across the globe in tales
that span time and space. Now, for the first time, all of their original Silver Age adventures are available in an all-new series of graphic novels! This second volume of THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE SILVER AGE collects the fame super-team’s exploits from JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #9-19, and includes the classic tales “The Origin of
the Justice League!,” “Riddle of the Robot Justice League!” and “The Super-Exiles of Earth!”
The outbreak of war on two fronts: Earth and Space, with our heroes torn between them! Plus, the world shattering return of Thanos! Collecting Infinity #1-3, Avengers #18-20, New Avengers 9-10
NOTHING EVER REALLY ENDS. The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in a story that rewrites the past, present, and future of comics! Doomsday Clock finally gets the Absolute treatment! Dr. Manhattan, a near-omnipotent being from the Watchmen universe, has been using his powers to rewrite the DC Universe--reshaping some heroes'
histories, erasing other heroes altogether, and playingwith the fates of the good and evil alike. But why? What does a godlike being from another worldstand to gain from the DC Universe? The mystery remains, but now that our heroes know they're being toyed with,what can they do to stop it? The clock is ticking... From Geoff Johns, Gary Frank, and Brad
Anderson, the critically acclaimed team behind Shazam! and Batman: Earth One, this collection includes the full groundbreaking 12-issue miniseries.
The Justice League is reunited in these stories from issues #1-13, Justice League/Aquaman: Drowned Earth #1 and Aquaman/Justice League: Drowned Earth #1. First, the League is forced to make an impossible decision...and now it's time to face the consequences! And then, Hawkgirl takes wing against Lex Luthor; John Stewart faces off with Sinestro;
the Flash must run down Gorilla Grodd; and Wonder Woman tackles Black Manta and the Cheetah-Underwater!
The Justice League-they are known as DC Comics' finest heroes, and they are prepared to save the world from itself! From a noble attempt to alleviate world hunger, to fighting a seemingly endless war on crime, to granting the wishes of sick and needy children, to seeking truth in the quest for peace, to stopping a threat from space before it can instill
enough fear throughout the world to rip it apart... These are epic tales of DC Comics' most famous, colorful and iconic characters, and through the amazing talents of Emmy and Eisner award-winning writer Paul Dini (The New Batman/Superman Adventures, Batman Beyond) and Eisner Award-winning painter Alex Ross (Kingdom Come), these heroes have
been given life in a way that's never been seen or experienced before. Collects Superman: Peace on Earth, Batman: War on Crime, Shazam!: Power of Hope, Wonder Woman: Spirit of Truth, JLA: Secret Origins and JLA: Liberty and Justice.
The World's Greatest Superheroes by Alex Ross & Paul Dini
Justice League Unwrapped by Jim Lee
Shazam!
Justice League International Book One: Born Again
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book One Deluxe Edition
Justice League of America Archives
JLA: Earth 2
Uncle Sam
World's Greatest Superheroes
JLA, Secret Origins

The Justice League is DEAD! And the villains shall INHERIT the Earth! In a flash of light, the world's most powerful heroes vanish as the Crime Syndicate arrives from Earth-3! As this evil version of the Justice League takes over the DC Universe, no one stands in the way of them and complete domination ... no one except for Lex Luthor. By New York Times #1 bestselling creators Geoff Johns and David Finch, FOREVER EVIL is the first universe-wide crossover of The New 52. Collects FOREVER EVIL #1-7.
Scott Snyder reunites the Worldʼs Greatest Heroes for epic journeys to “Hawkworld” and “The Sixth Dimension” in the second deluxe edition hardcover of the superstar writerʼs Justice League run! Martian Manhunter, John Stewart, and Hawkgirl take a trip to Thanagar-Prime, as Jʼonn looks to tap into the ancient Martian mental database, Green Lantern struggles while
practicing his new UV powers, and Kendra searches for answers about her connection to the Totality. Then, the Justice League has the map to the Sixth Dimension in hand-the key to saving the Multiverse from utter destruction! But with Superman trapped on a world with no light and hundreds of dead Supermen, Lex Luthorʼs Legion of Doom is poised for victory. The
final form of Perpetua takes shape, and the DCU will never be the same again! Collects Justice League #14-25 and Annual #1.
As evil spreads across Gotham City, Batman's allies, including Red Robin, Batwing, Robin, Batgirl, the Birds of Prey, Nightwing and even Catwoman find themselves in a battle coming from all sides. The Court of Owls have shown their hand, and it's up to the collective effort of these heroes, some more unlikely than others, in this sprawling tale of corruption and
violence. This epic springs from the pen of Scott Snyder, New York Times bestselling author of BATMAN: COURT OF OWLS, BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN VAMPIRE, as well as creators Judd Winick, David Finch, Peter J. Tomasi, Pat Gleason, Tony Daniel, Scott Lobdell, Duane Swierczynski, JH Williams III, Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray!
BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE OWLS collects ALL-STAR WESTERN #9, BATMAN #8-9, BATMAN ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #9, BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #9, BATGIRL #9, BATWING #9, BIRDS OF PREY #9, NIGHTWING #8-9, BATMAN AND ROBIN #9, CATWOMAN #9 and RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #9
An apparent period of atonement by the world's largest super-villains, including Lex Luthor, Brainiac and more, is the prelude to a shocking and deadly plot to destroy the Justice League! Can the world's greatest heroes prevail against impossible odds?
DC Comics proudly presents the acclaimed run on Justice League from the Eisner Award-winning team of artist Alex Ross and writer Paul Dini! Between 1998 and 2003, Dini, the Emmy Award-winning producer of Batman Beyond and The New Batman/Superman Adventures, joined forces with the incomparable Ross to create six oversize tabloid editions of stories
featuring the World's Greatest Super Heroes. These classic works for all ages feature the iconic DC characters in a unique storytelling format that combines aspects of both comics and picture books. Also included are several pages of promotional art, preliminary art and thumbnails, art done for DC Direct product, model-to-finished-painting comparisons, reflections by
the book's creators and much more! This landmark volume also features an introduction by award-winning book designer and author Chip Kidd, and an eight-page foldout featuring an image of every JLA member by Ross. Collects SUPERMAN: PEACE ON EARTH, BATMAN: WAR ON CRIME, SHAZAM!: POWER OF HOPE, WONDER WOMAN: SPIRIT OF TRUTH,
JLA: SECRET ORIGINS and JLA: LIBERTY AND JUSTICE.
A graphic novel satirizing the history of the United States. It follows Uncle Sam as he attends various events over the centuries, from a massacre of Indians to a demonstration by striking workers. The novel contrasts his words with what he really means.
Now packaged in an oversize Absolute Edition, the NEW YORK TIMES best-selling JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL. 1: ORIGIN defined the status of the DC Universe in the New 52 following a line-wide relaunch of every title and is written by DC Entertainment Chief Creative Officer Geoff Johns and illustrated by DC Comics Co-Publisher Jim Lee! In a world where
inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the Earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon
Princess and an undersea monarch. Will this combination of Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be able to put aside their differences and come together to save the world? Or will they destroy each other first? In one of the most game-changing titles in comics history, Geoff Johns and Jim Lee reimagine the classic heroes of the
DC Universe. This Absolute edition collects issues #1-12 of JUSTICE LEAGUE, part of the DC Comics--The New 52 event, and includes behind-the-scenes scripts, concept sketches and variant covers, all in an exclusive oversize slipcase.
Spinning out of the cataclysmic events of Dark Knights: Metal and the universe-defining No Justice, the core members of the Justice League--Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The Flash and more--are finally reunited! Justice League Dark is an incredible collection of tales from Justice League #59-71 and Justice League Dark 2021 Annual! With a new,
star-studded Justice League featuring Superman, Batman, the Flash, Hawkgirl, Aquaman, Hippolyta, new DC powerhouse Naomi, and...is that Black Adam?! Superman is leading the charge to reinvent the Justice League-and at the same time, a new, cosmic-powered threat arrives from Naomi's homeworld to rule the Earth! Naomi will learn more dark secrets of her
birth world's broken legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of trouble is Aquaman in? (Hint: it's bad.) And that's just the beginning for our heroes... In Justice League Dark 2021 Annual, Swamp Thing takes center stage! After the fall of the Parliament of Trees, the
Parliament of Flowers and its new guardian have risen. It's now up to Alec Holland to convince him to become a benevolent protector of the world, but little does he know, a foe from his past, the Floronic Man, is trying to sway the guardian as well. Which path will the King of Petals choose? The fate of mankind depends on it!
Justice League Vol 7 Darkseid War
The New Frontier
Justice League: The New 52 Omnibus Vol. 1
Justice League of America: The Silver Age Vol. 2
Kingdom Come (New Edition)
Justice: The Deluxe Edition
Dead Presidents (Marvel Now)
Absolute Kingdom Come (New Edition)
Justice League: Origin Deluxe Edition
Power of Hope
"In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet
Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazon Princess and an undersea monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be able to put aside their differences and come together to save the world? Or will they destroy each other first?"-DC Comics Absolute Editions set the standard for the highest quality, most in-depth presentation of classic graphic novels. Each oversized volume is presented in a slipcase and includes unique additional material making each Absolute Edition a cornerstone of any serious comic collection. The latest Absolute
Collection is the classic KINGDOM COME, written by Mark Waid and illustrated by Alex Ross. This riveting story set in the future pits the old guard--Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and their peers--against a new, uncompromising generation of heroes in the final war to determine the fate of the planet. Published to
tie-in with the 10th Anniversary of its original publication, ABSOLUTE KINGDOM COME is packaged in a beautifully designed slipcase that features an all-new painted image by Alex Ross, annotations of the entire series, rare art, promotional images, a gallery of DC Direct Kingdom Come products, a feature on the
evolution of a story page and much more.
Collecting the blockbuster DC: The New 52 series in a deluxe edition for the first time! In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the Earth. Faced with a threat beyond anything he can handle on his
own, the Dark Knight must trust Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, and Aquaman- but can they put aside their differences to save the world? Collects Justice League #1-12.
DC Comics proudly presents a massive slipcase hardcover featuring the Eisner Award-winning team of artist Alex Ross and writer Paul Dini! Between 1998 and 2003, Dini, the Emmy Award-winning producer of Batman Beyond and The New Batman/Superman Adventures, joined forces with the incomparable Ross to create six
oversize tabloid editions of stories featuring the World's Greatest Super Heroes. These classic works for all ages feature the iconic DC characters in a unique storytelling format that combines aspects of both comics and picture books. Also included are several pages of promotional art, preliminary art and
thumbnails, art done for DC Direct product, model-to-finished-painting comparisons, reflections by the book's creators and much more! This landmark volume also features an introduction by award-winning book designer and author Chip Kidd, and an eight-page foldout featuring an image of every JLA member by Ross.
Collects SUPERMAN: PEACE ON EARTH, BATMAN: WAR ON CRIME, SHAZAM!: POWER OF HOPE, WONDER WOMAN: SPIRIT OF TRUTH, JLA: SECRET ORIGINS and JLA: LIBERTY AND JUSTICE.
The best-selling 12-issue series illustrated by Alex Ross is now available as a new deluxe edition hardcover! The villains of the Legion of Doom-led by Lex Luthor and Brainiac-band together to save the world after a shared dream that seems to be a vision of the Earth’s demise. They are confronted by the Justice
League of America, who doubt their motives-and as their true plans unfold, the two teams do battle. Contains over 100 pages of bonus material!
Collects works of writer Grant Morrison and artist Howard Porter, who joined forces to relaunch the Justice League of America as JLA in 1989.
They are the world's gravest super-villains: Ultraman, Owlman, Superwoman, Power Ring and Johnny Quickthe legendary Crime Syndicate of Amerika! Nothing has ever seriously threatened the global corruption they proudly enforce, but now a twisted mirror image of the CSA has arrived from the flip side of reality. Can
anything stop this so-called -JUSTICE LEAGUE,î or will the stable, perfect evil of the Earth 2 fall victim to the tyranny of law, righteousness and freedom?
The unforgettable, best-selling miniseries by acclaimed writer Mark Waid and superstar painter Alex Ross returns, with a sketchbook section, annotations on the series, rare art and more! Set just after the dawn of the 21st century in a world spinning inexorably out of control comes this grim tale of youth versus
experience, tradition versus change and what defines a hero. KINGDOM COME is a riveting story pitting the old guard—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and their peers—against a new, uncompromising generation and ultimately in the final war against each other to determine nothing less than the future of the planet.
Deadpool - Volume 1
Absolute DC
Absolute Justice League: Origin
RWBY/Justice League
DC
Infinity
Suiciders
Justice League of America
War on Crime
World's most dangerous

Following the events of 'Throne of Atlantis, ' it is deemed necessary to create a new Justice League. This new superhero team is under the command of Col. Steve Trevor, of the United States Military's A.R.G.U.S. division (Advanced Research Group Uniting Superhumans). Signing up for duty with this new incarnation of the JLA are Catwoman, Katana, Green Lantern, Green Arrow, Martian Manhunter,
Steve Trevor, Hawkman, Star Girl and the long-awaited return of '80s superhero, Vibe.
The Justice League first came together years ago to stop Darkseid and his Parademon army from invading our Earth. Now Darkseid will once again make the planet a war zone, as Earth becomes the frontline in his battle with the Anti-Monitor, one of the most powerfully destructive creatures ever created. Collects Justice League #40-44 and DC Sneak Peak: Justice League #1.
Briefly recounts the histories of superheroes including Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Martian Manhunter, Green Lantern, and the Atom, and explains how they came together to form the Justice League of America.
After Batman meets a young boy whose parents were murdered, he reflects on his own life and examines the nature of crime in Gotham City.
The Martian Manhunter begins the desperate search for Aquaman, but what he encounters puts him in far greater danger than ever! Plus, Grodd joins the villain conspiracy!
Part of the Marvel NOW! initiative! Dead former United States presidents, from George Washington to Gerald Ford, have been resurrected--and that's bad. The Marvel heroes can't be the ones to stop them...someone is needed with the reputation, skills and plausible deniability to take out these com-monsters in chiefs. Deadpool time is NOW! Be here as Deadpool de-un-deadifies ex-Presidents left and
right...matching wits with Tricky Dick Nixon, fighting a grudge match against Honest Abe Lincoln, and battling Ronald Reagan--in space! Do you need more than that?! Fine, then: monkeys! And maybe Dr. Strange if you're good! This is the Deadpool series you will marry someday! In Wade We Trust! COLLECTING: Deadpool 1-6
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."
It's the first collection of the amazing new series written and illustrated by Lee Bermejo, featuring issues #1-6! "The Big One" has finally hit Los Angeles. After a devastating earthquake, the Southland has seceded from the union, leaving the city split in two: the walled-off, wealthy New Angeles and the criminal-run ghetto Lost Angeles. But what unifies them all is Suiciders: an extremely popular reality
sport in which murder, mayhem and merciless brutality rule. Two of these fighters from very different backgrounds struggle to claw their way to the top. But in this new world order, what will it take to be the best?
The Deluxe Edition
Justice (2005-2007) #3
Absolute Doomsday Clock
Justice
Forever Evil
Batman
Justice League Vol. 1: Origin (The New 52)
Batman: Night of the Owls (The New 52)
Absolute Justice League
Justice League (2018-) #61
The world of RWBY collides with the DCU's Justice League! Bruce Wayne, Clark Kent, and Diana Prince of Remnant fight alongside Team RWBY in RWBY/Justice League! A new Grimm is running rampant across the island of Patch, and Ruby and Yang must team up with a red and blue-clad farm boy to stop it! Meanwhile, Blake meets a mysterious woman who's suddenly appeared on Menagerie, but her purpose for being there
remains a secret. And why does she act like she hasn't been around modern society? This incredible manga/superhero collision collects RWBY/Justice League #1-14!
Presents the adventures of the Justice League of America as they save the world.
The Justice LeagueÑthey are known as DC ComicsÕ finest heroes, and they are prepared to save the world from itself! From a noble attempt to alleviate world hunger, to fighting a seemingly endless war on crime, to granting the wishes of sick and needy children, to seeking truth in the quest for peace, to stopping a threat from space before it can instill enough fear throughout the world to rip it apartÉ These are epic tales of DC
ComicsÕ most famous, colorful and iconic characters, and through the amazing talents of Emmy and Eisner award-winning writer Paul Dini (The New Batman/Superman Adventures, Batman Beyond) and Eisner Award-winning painter Alex Ross (Kingdom Come), these heroes have been given life in a way thatÕs never been seen or experienced before. Collects Superman: Peace on Earth, Batman: War on Crime, Shazam!:
Power of Hope, Wonder Woman: Spirit of Truth, JLA: Secret Origins and JLA: Liberty and Justice.
The greatest criminal masterminds of our time appear to be acting in concert -- but with a surprising plan that seeks to achieve more good than the JLA ever could. They are the World's Greatest Super-Heroes. But the members of the fabled Justice League of America are about to learn they aren't the only ones who can band together toward a common goal. The greatest supervillains the world has ever known are working together
as one - with a shocking goal that will have the people of earth singing their praises! But it's just the latest attempt at world domination - and our heroes are there to expose the truth, to fight...for Justice! The DC Universe is reimagined by fan-favorite painter Alex Ross (Kingdom Come, Marvels) and writer Jim Krueger (Earth X, Universe X), with pencil art by Doug Braithwaite (Paradise X) painted by Ross. Collects Justice #1-12
The new Justice League is trapped on a world devastated by a super-powered war, and Brutus hungers for a new home of his own-our Earth! With their powers gone haywire, the League must fight their way out of a post apocalyptic Thunderdome of depravity and desperation. On the run with Batman, Naomi learns more dark secrets of her birth world’s broken legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen
trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of trouble is Aquaman in? (Hint: it’s bad.) And in the Justice League Dark story, Ragman joins the hunt! Zatanna, Constantine, Etrigan, and Detective Chimp hit the books-literally-in a possessed library, as Merlin’s plan takes shape before them...and spells doom for the universe.The new Justice League is trapped on a world devastated by a super-powered war,
and Brutus hungers for a new home of his own-our Earth! With their powers gone haywire, the League must fight their way out of a post apocalyptic Thunderdome of depravity and desperation. On the run with Batman, Naomi learns more dark secrets of her birth world’s broken legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of trouble is
Aquaman in? (Hint: it’s bad.) And in the Justice League Dark story, Ragman joins the hunt! Zatanna, Constantine, Etrigan, and Detective Chimp hit the books-literally-in a possessed library, as Merlin’s plan takes shape before them...and spells doom for the universe.
SUPERSTAR ARTIST JIM LEE BRINGS TOGETHER THE WORLD’S GREATEST HEROES…FOR THE FIRST TIME! It’s the dawn of a new age. Superheroes-like Superman in Metropolis and Gotham’s Dark Knight, Batman-are new and frightening to the world at large. But when a series of strange attacks unleashes an otherworldly threat on Earth, these heroes will have to stand together…if they can stand each other!
Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. Green Lantern. Flash. Aquaman. Cyborg. Though young and inexperienced, brash and overconfident, each one alone is a powerful force in the battle of good against evil. Together, they may be the only thing on Earth that can stop the alien warlord Darkseid from claiming our planet as his own. Together…they will become the Justice League! Jim Lee’s stunning artwork is featured in this
collection as never before-in his original pencils. Written by the one and only Geoff Johns, JUSTICE LEAGUE UNWRAPPED BY JIM LEE provides a glimpse into the process behind the most talked-about comic book of the new millennium. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE 1-12.
Captain Marvel visits a children's hospital to restore hope to sick and needy children by granting their wishes.
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book Two Deluxe Edition
JLA by Grant Morrison Omnibus
Justice League: The World's Greatest Superheroes by Alex Ross & Paul Dini
Justice League Dark: the Great Wickedness
Absolute Justice
Liberty and Justice
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